
Biwintech NSD���

With a writing speed up to ��� MB/s and the V�� speed class, Biwintech 
NSD��� is designed for pros and enthusiasts who need �K/�K UHD video 
recording and high-speed continuous shooting. It’s uncompromising 
transferring speed of up to ��� MB/s effortlessly saves your time on 
post-production. Tested in a variety of harsh environment where water, 
magnetism, shocks, X-rays and other hazards can damage your hard-earned 
photos or videos, NSD��� goes with you wherever you go and always 
captures the moment.

Designed to match your passion for photography, the Biwintech 
NSD��� delivers the high-performance transfer speed of up to ��� 
MB/s. The UHS-II standard means much faster and more stable data 
transfers.

Next-generation UHS-II standard for faster 
speed Biwintech NSD��� with top-of-the-line V�� video speed class 

offers the fastest shooting speeds up to ��� MB/s and will 
revolutionize your photography and film-making.

�K RAW video recording

Biwintech NSD��� allows RAW high-speed continuous shooting 
for those high-speed shots you need to capture all the action. 
The NSD���'s ability to capture RAW and JPEG photos in sync 
provides your post-processing with more possibilities and 
creativity.

High-speed continuous shooting
After a variety of rigorous tests during production, NSD��� 
cards are proven to be waterproof, anti-magnetic, shock-free, 
X-ray-proof and high-temperature resistant. You can capture 
and store your valuable shots without worrying about losing or 
damaging your photos or videos.

Tested and proven for data security

Product Features

BIWIN excels in the field of storage with strong capabilities in product development, hardware design, firmware algorithms, chip 
packaging, testing and manufacturing for many years. In ����, BIWIN launched a consumer-grade storage brand -- Biwintech.  
 
Biwintech quality assurance involves the whole process from the development, design, and production to sales to ensure the 
reliability of each product. Biwintech boasts an excellent worldwide customer service network.

Biwintech Advantage

�K/�K UHD
shooting UHS-Ⅱ

Transfer speeds
up to ��� MB/s V�� IPX�

Write speeds
up to ��� MB/s 



Biwintech NSD��� SD Card

Product Specifications 
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Standard

Capacity

Max. Sequential Reading Speed 

Max. Sequential Writing Speed

Speed Class 

Dimensions

Weight

Working Temperature

Storage Temperature

Shock Resistance

Limited Warranty

www.biwintech.com

Email: mkt.hq@biwintech.com

BIWIN STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

�. Maintenance and future updates are required throughout product life cycle. 
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
�. The pictures are for illustration only. Actual product may vary due to product 
enhancements or changes.
�. Not all products are sold in all regions of the world.
�. Memory card purchase instructions: Please confirm whether your devices are 
compatible with SD �.� before purchase.
�. Please visit www.biwintech.com for more details.


